Dear Colleagues,

In recent months we have been working behind the scenes to build a new and better framework for our company web site and membership portal, which will provide our members:

1) A brand new web site with easier navigation with a better look and feel
2) The option to opt in for a digital copy of the quarterly magazine
3) A new simpler members area with email log in access
4) A new section where we will commence building a large array of practical health and safety resources for members and
5) Better interactivity for you which will allow you to attach documents to your member file, retrieve detail such as invoices and events you've attended, maintain your CPD and much more.

View this email in your browser

We’ll be sending out an email to all members around the 10th June asking you to undertake two steps on the new platform:

1) Change your password to access the new Membership Portal; and
2) Renew your membership

The email you receive will explain this in detail.

This is a major rebuild of our technology platform and at the national office we’re learning some new skills and implementing new processes. There will even be a period where we mirror the old, and new systems, running them together as we make the transition. We ask you to bear with us over the next few weeks, and if you experience any difficulties, feel free to give us a call on 03 8336 1995.

Thanks in advance for your assistance and have a great week.

David Clarke
CEO – Safety Institute of Australia
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Call For Nominations ....

Do you know an OHS Postgraduate or Undergraduate who has demonstrated high level of achievement and initiative? Recognise them by nominating them for the National OHS Education Award. Winners receive a professional development fund to the value of $3000 at the doctoral level or $1500 at the postgraduate and undergraduate levels.

Nominations can be made online by the thesis supervisor, a peer or the graduate via self-nomination.

FIND OUT MORE

Mental Health in the Workplace

Comcare has reported that taxpayers will consume $74 million for just one year of mental health claims from federal public servants and
other Commonwealth workers. (28 April - The Age) Workplaces are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of Mental Health in the Workplace.

Beyond Blue has some useful resources for creating a mentally healthy workplace. Take a look to see if your business can benefit from these: CLICK HERE

Follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter!

Have you attended an SIA event recently? Take a look at our Social Media pages to see highlights and photos from key events. We invite you to like and share our posts to your extended network. All news stories and links to useful resources are also posted daily.

You’ll find quick links to these at the end of this page.

Featured Events

- **SIA Webinar**
  Injury Management - Online  8 June Thur

- **The Great Debate**
  Bar 399 - Perth  13 June Tues

- **Art of Work - Master Class**
  Perth - TBC  19 June Mon

- **SIA Legal Webinar Series**
  Intro to OHS Law - Online  5 July Weds

- **SIA Webinar**
  Personal Injury - Online  2 Aug Weds

- **Brisbane OHS Seminar**
  Brisbane Windsor, Bryden St  17 Aug Thurs

- **Gold Coast OHS Seminar**
  Gold Coast  18 Aug Fri

- **Victorian Safety Conference**
  Victoria University  29 Aug Tues

Click HERE for full details and to register for these Events
NEWS AND UPDATES

How OHS can effectively manage post-incident investigations
The involvement of OHS professionals and practitioners is critical during post-incident decision-making, according to a legal expert...

3 steps to managing workplace mental health issues
Given the prevalence, scale and costs of mental health issues in workplaces ...

Why OHS needs to pay attention to biorhythms for safety
Circadian rhythms (or biorhythms) that determine whether individuals are “day or night people” should be considered ...

Safe Work Australia sounds caution over road safety
The road transport industry accounts for 2 per cent of the Australian workforce...
QLD to establish new workplace death law

SA: Regulator to conduct safety audit of aged care operators

SA: KFC fined after worker falls into hot oil tank

VIC: Safety blitz targets mobile plant on building sites

NSW: Safety alert following drill rod injury

NSW: Company fined $1 million over electrocution incident

WA: Westdrill fined $10,000 following incident at Pilbara mine

NT: Blasé attitude towards safety leads to company fine